
 

Literacy  Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Reading 
Read the 1 Star information sheet all 
about Ramadan on Seesaw. Complete 
the 1 Star comprehension questions with 
as much supporting detail as possible.  

Compare and Order Fractions 
Watch the demonstration and slideshow about 
how to compare and order fractions and 
complete activity 1  to practise doing these on 
your own! Follow the link to the Chocolate Based 
Challenge from NRICH Maths to understand and 
compare fractions in a fun and tasty way! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkk6hbk 

Online Olympics 
Compete in the next round of 
Renfrewshire Leisure Online Olympics 
and upload your high score.  

STEM  
Design an invention that you would like to 
be able to use in your home during lock 
down to make your life a little easier! You 
could draw your ideas or even create a 
model of your invention. Use BBC Bitesize 
‘Extreme Designs’ lesson for some tips and 
ideas!  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhypscw 

Writing 
Learn how a powerful speech is written by 
watching the videos and reading the tips on 
the following BBC Bitesize lesson: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znn2xyc 

 
Use the key features and examples to create 
your own speech on Activity 2 (Friends 
Matter) or on a subject of your own choice. 
You could video/ perform your speech.  
Try to include at least 4 examples of  ‘A 
FOREST’ features. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable of your plans for the holiday 
weekend. This does not have to be set in stone 
plans – just a general outline of what you think 
you might get up to.  
Use an appropriate format, consistent use of 
time and try calculate correct time durations 
between each activity to ensure your timetable is 
correct 
E.g if your movie will last around 1 hour, make 
sure the plans on either side are at least this 
amount of time apart.  

Mindfulness  
Practice some mindfulness at home by 
using a colouring sheet/ book, 
practising some mindfulness breathing 
techniques or having a Chill and Still. 

Art -Toilet Roll Art Challenge 
Use your imagination, a toilet/ kitchen roll 
holder and any art materials and resources 
you have at home to create a masterpiece! 
Find an image or stimulus or se the 
examples on Seesaw from this website to 
help you design a 3D image or model. 
https://theartyteacher.com/loo-roll-art-
challenge/ 

Movie Mats 
Watch one of the movies, or use your 
memory if you have seen one, and 
complete the questions from one of the 
Movie Mats on Seesaw.  
  

My Name in Numbers  
Select and complete the 1 Star ‘My Name in 
Numbers’ worksheet on Seesaw. Use the 
letters in your name to correctly solve and 
answer the related mathematical problems.  

Let’s Get Active 
Use the following link to ‘BBC Let’s Get 
Active’ to select a skill you have 
developed in PE to practise at home 
and improve.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-
active/z72yjhv 

Film Recommendations 
Review and recommend a film that you love 
for your friends to watch over the holiday 
weekend.  
Use the template on Seesaw to help you 
describe the plot, characters and opinions 
on the film and why you’re recommending 
it.  

Spelling 
Choose another 8 tricky words from the 
commonly misspelled/ tricky words list 
on Seesaw. Copy out 3 times and choose 
an active spelling task to practise each 
word. 
 

Maze 
Create a maze in your home to direct someone 
through, blindfolded (safely!) 
You must only use correct directional language 
to guide them including directions, degree 
turns and compass points. 
e.g “Move forward 4 steps” 
“Turn 45 degrees clockwise” 
“You are facing North. Turn to face East” 

National Walking Month  
May is Living Streets’ National Walking 
Month. Walk for 20 minutes every day as 
part of your daily exercise. Try out some 
new routes and keep your daily exercise 
fresh, interesting and safe.  
Take part and keep up to date with 
everyone else participating by using the 
#Try 20 hashtag. 

Time Capsule  
Create a 2020/ Lockdown time capsule. You 
are living through history right now, so 
collect some important information and 
objects that you can reflect on in the future.  
You could collect photos, art work, 
newspaper pages/ clippings, special 
memories and journal entries. There is an 
example on Seesaw to help. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkk6hbk
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https://theartyteacher.com/loo-roll-art-challenge/
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-active/z72yjhv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-active/z72yjhv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-active/z72yjhv


 

Literacy  Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Reading 
Read the 2 Star information sheet all 
about Ramadan on Seesaw. Complete 
the 2 Star comprehension questions with 
as much supporting detail as possible.  

Compare and Order Fractions 
Watch the demonstration and slideshow about 
how to compare and order fractions and 
complete activities 1 and 2 to practise doing 
these on your own! Follow the link to the 
Chocolate Based Challenge from NRICH Maths to 
understand and compare fractions in a fun and 
tasty way! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkk6hbk 

Online Olympics 
Compete in the next round of 
Renfrewshire Leisure Online Olympics 
and upload your high score.  

STEM  
Design an invention that you would like to 
be able to use in your home during lock 
down to make your life a little easier! You 
could create an annotated diagram or even 
a prototype model of your invention. Use 
BBC Bitesize ‘Extreme Designs’ lesson for 
some tips and ideas!  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhypscw 

Writing 
Learn how a powerful speech is written by 
watching the videos and reading the tips on 
the following BBC Bitesize lesson: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znn2xyc 

 
Use the key features and examples to create 
your own speech on Activity 2 (Friends 
Matter) or on a subject of your own choice. 
You could video/ perform your speech.  
Try to include at least 4 examples of  ‘A 
FOREST’ features. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable of your plans for the holiday 
weekend. This does not have to be set in stone 
plans – just a general outline of what you think 
you might get up to.  
Use an appropriate format, consistent use of 
time (either 12 or 24 hour), and make sure you 
calculate correct time durations between each 
activity to ensure your timetable is correct 
E.g if your movie will last 1 hour 45 mins, make 
sure the plans on either side are at least this 
amount of time apart.  

Mindfulness  
Practice some mindfulness at home by 
using a colouring sheet/ book, 
practising some mindfulness breathing 
techniques or having a Chill and Still. 

Art -Toilet Roll Art Challenge 
Use your imagination, a toilet/ kitchen roll 
holder and any art materials and resources 
you have at home to create a masterpiece! 
Find an image or stimulus or se the 
examples on Seesaw from this website to 
help you design a 3D image or model. 
https://theartyteacher.com/loo-roll-art-
challenge/ 

Movie Mats 
Watch one of the movies, or use your 
memory if you have seen one, and 
complete the questions from one of the 
Movie Mats on Seesaw.  
  

My Name in Numbers  
Select and complete the 2 Star ‘My Name in 
Numbers’ worksheet on Seesaw. Use the 
letters in your name to correctly solve and 
answer the related mathematical problems.  

Let’s Get Active 
Use the following link to ‘BBC Let’s Get 
Active’ to select a skill you have 
developed in PE to practise at home 
and improve.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-
active/z72yjhv 

Film Recommendations 
Review and recommend a film that you love 
for your friends to watch over the holiday 
weekend.  
Use the template on Seesaw to help you 
describe the plot, characters and opinions 
on the film and why you’re recommending 
it.  

Spelling 
Choose another 10 tricky words from the 
commonly misspelled/ tricky words list 
on Seesaw. Copy out 3 times and choose 
an active spelling task to practise each 
word. 
 

Maze 
Create a maze in your home to direct someone 
through, blindfolded (safely!) 
You must only use correct directional language 
to guide them including directions, degree 
turns and compass points. 
e.g “Move forward 4 steps” 
“Turn 45 degrees clockwise” 
“You are facing North. Turn to face East.” 

National Walking Month  
May is Living Streets’ National Walking 
Month. Walk for 20 minutes every day as 
part of your daily exercise. Try out some 
new routes and keep your daily exercise 
fresh, interesting and safe.  
Take part and keep up to date with 
everyone else participating by using the 
#Try 20 hashtag. 

Time Capsule  
Create a 2020/ Lockdown time capsule. You 
are living through history right now, so 
collect some important information and 
objects that you can reflect on in the future.  
You could collect photos, art work, 
newspaper pages/ clippings, special 
memories and journal entries. There is an 
example on Seesaw to help. 
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Literacy  Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Reading 
Read the 3 Star information sheet all 
about Ramadan on Seesaw. Complete 
the 3 Star comprehension questions with 
as much supporting detail as possible.  

Compare and Order Fractions 
Watch the demonstration and slideshow about 
how to compare and order fractions and 
complete activities 1 and 2 to practise doing 
these on your own! Follow the link to the 
Chocolate Based Challenge from NRICH Maths to 
understand and compare fractions in a fun and 
tasty way! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkk6hbk 

Online Olympics 
Compete in the next round of 
Renfrewshire Leisure Online Olympics 
and upload your high score.  

STEM  
Design an invention that you would like to 
be able to use in your home during lock 
down to make your life a little easier! You 
could create an annotated diagram or even 
a prototype model of your invention. Use 
BBC Bitesize ‘Extreme Designs’ lesson for 
some tips and ideas!  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhypscw 

Writing 
Learn how a powerful speech is written by 
watching the videos and reading the tips on 
the following BBC Bitesize lesson: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znn2xyc 

 
Use the key features and examples to create 
your own speech on Activity 2 (Friends 
Matter) or on a subject of your own choice. 
You could video/ perform your speech.  
Try to include at least 6 examples of  ‘A 
FOREST’ features. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable of your plans for the holiday 
weekend. This does not have to be set in stone 
plans – just a general outline of what you think 
you might get up to.  
Use an appropriate format, consistent use of 
time (24 hour), and make sure you calculate 
correct time durations between each activity to 
ensure your timetable is correct 
E.g if your movie will last 1 hour 55 mins, make 
sure the plans on either side are at least this 
amount of time apart.  

Mindfulness  
Practice some mindfulness at home by 
using a colouring sheet/ book, 
practising some mindfulness breathing 
techniques or having a Chill and Still. 

Art -Toilet Roll Art Challenge 
Use your imagination, a toilet/ kitchen roll 
holder and any art materials and resources 
you have at home to create a masterpiece! 
Find an image or stimulus or se the 
examples on Seesaw from this website to 
help you design a 3D image or model. 
https://theartyteacher.com/loo-roll-art-
challenge/ 

Movie Mats 
Watch one of the movies, or use your 
memory if you have seen one, and 
complete the questions from one of the 
Movie Mats on Seesaw.  
  

My Name in Numbers  
Select and complete the 3 Star ‘My Name in 
Numbers’ worksheet on Seesaw. Use the 
letters in your name to correctly solve and 
answer the related mathematical problems.  

Let’s Get Active 
Use the following link to ‘BBC Let’s Get 
Active’ to select a skill you have 
developed in PE to practise at home 
and improve.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/physical-education-ks1-ks2-lets-get-
active/z72yjhv 

Film Recommendations 
Review and recommend a film that you love 
for your friends to watch over the holiday 
weekend.  
Use the template on Seesaw to help you 
describe the plot, characters and opinions 
on the film and why you’re recommending 
it.  

Spelling 
Choose another 10 tricky words from the 
commonly misspelled/ tricky words list 
on Seesaw. Copy out 3 times and choose 
an active spelling task to practise each 
word. 
 

Maze 
Create a maze in your home to direct someone 
through, blindfolded (safely!) 
You must only use correct directional language 
to guide them including directions, degree 
turns and compass points. 
e.g “Move forward 4 steps” 
“Turn 45 degrees clockwise” 
“You are facing Northeast. Turn to face 
Southwest.” 

National Walking Month  
May is Living Streets’ National Walking 
Month. Walk for 20 minutes every day as 
part of your daily exercise. Try out some 
new routes and keep your daily exercise 
fresh, interesting and safe.  
Take part and keep up to date with 
everyone else participating by using the 
#Try 20 hashtag. 

Time Capsule  
Create a 2020/ Lockdown time capsule. You 
are living through history right now, so 
collect some important information and 
objects that you can reflect on in the future.  
You could collect photos, art work, 
newspaper pages/ clippings, special 
memories and journal entries. There is an 
example on Seesaw to help. 
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